There is an especially strong need in modern largescale data analysis to prioritize samples for manual inspection. For example, the inspection could target important mislabeled samples or key vulnerabilities exploitable by an adversarial attack. In order to solve the "needle in the haystack" problem of which samples to inspect, we develop a new scalable version of Cook's distance, a classical statistical technique for identifying samples which unusually strongly impact the fit of a regression model (and its downstream predictions). In order to scale this technique up to very large and high-dimensional datasets, we introduce a new algorithm which we call "influence sketching." Influence sketching embeds random projections within the influence computation; in particular, the influence score is calculated using the randomly projected pseudo-dataset from the post-convergence General Linear Model (GLM). We validate that influence sketching can reliably and successfully discover influential samples by applying the technique to a malware detection dataset of over 2 million executable files, each represented with almost 100,000 features. For example, we find that randomly deleting approximately 10% of training samples reduces predictive accuracy only slightly from 99.47% to 99.45%, whereas deleting the same number of samples with high influence sketch scores reduces predictive accuracy all the way down to 90.24%. Moreover, we find that influential samples are especially likely to be mislabeled. In the case study, we manually inspect the most influential samples, and find that influence sketching pointed us to new, previously unidentified pieces of malware.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sample influence scores have been largely neglected in modern large-scale data analysis, perhaps considered a mere anachronism in the historical context of science experiments which explored model behavior with and without a handful of aberrant cases. However, sample influence scores can help solve the "needle in the haystack" problem in modern data analysis: where in a corpus of many millions of samples should one devote one's attention? Modern datasets can be of such enormous sizes that human experts may have had a smallto-nonexistent role in their creation. However, human experts may be available to provide a deeper analysis of some but not all samples. A scalable measure of sample influence could solve this queueing problem, prioritizing samples which have the largest model impact.
Consider, for example, two special cases. First, modern large-scale datasets are often labeled by a heuristic or algorithm, introducing the problem of label noise [5] . For example, in the field of cybersecurity, there are not enough professional reverse engineers to analyze every new piece of software that encounters the world's computers; thus, the security of software is traditionally determined based on whether "signatures" of maliciousness have been satisfied. Similarly, in the field of natural language processing, inexpensive labeling from non-experts can be often obtained for huge datasets through Mechanical Turk 1 ; however, this labeling can be substantially less reliable than labeling by experts [5] . A scalable measure of sample influence could point towards potentially mislabeled samples, particularly those with pernicious model impact. Second, even high-performing models can harbor vulnerabilities, as in the now well-known example of the model that learned to discriminate between wolves and huskies through background "snow features" [13] . Because the model's decision making was based not on physical features, but on background snow, the model was vulnerable to attack. A scalable measure of sample influence could point towards important vulnerabilities in the model, therefore subserving a primary goal of adversarial learning.
In this paper, we present an attempt to revive, modernize, and scale up a technique from classical statistics of the late 1970s: a measure of sample influence known as Cook's Distance [2] . In particular, we focus on Generalized Cook's Distance [12] , which can identify influential samples with respect to any regression model (linear, logistic, Poisson, beta, etc.) in the family of General Linear Models. Cook's Distance deems a sample influential when its inclusion causes "strange" (or unexpected) perturbations in the regression weights. As we will see, these influential samples can have a strong impact on a model's predictions about future samples. High influence scores are associated with samples that are hard to predict and tend to lie in unusual locations of feature space (in a way that depends upon principal component subspaces, as described more precisely below).
Cook's Distance has a key feature that makes it an excellent candidate for scaling up the large datasets: it can compare the fit of a regression model to a set of n regression models, each of which omits one sample from the training set, without the user actually having to run n separate regression models.
Indeed, in modern data analysis, running n regressions can be quite difficult: there may be very many high-dimensional samples, and the chosen regression model (e.g. a logistic lasso regression) may be computationally expensive to fit. At the same time, however, the construction of Generalized Cook's Distance involves matrix operations (especially, forming and inverting a n × n covariance matrix) that can easily render it computationally infeasible on large data sets.
To solve this problem, we present an influence sketching procedure, which extends Generalized Cook's Distance to large scale regressions by embedding random projections [1] within its construction. For a dataset with n samples and p predictors, the algorithm has approximate worst-case complexity of O(np log(n)), with potentially lower complexity when the dataset and/or projection matrix is sparse. We argue analytically, and demonstrate empirically, that "influence sketching" can successfully identify impactful samples in large-scale regressions. In the presence of label noise, the technique is particularly valuable; if an expert can assess ground truth with high accuracy relative to the labeling mechanism, then inspected miscategorized influential samples can logically be determined to be either (a) mislabeled samples which significantly impact the model or (b) key model deficiencies (which could spur feature development, possibly protecting against adversarial attack). Moreover, we find that, at least on our dataset, influential samples are especially likely to be mislabeled. By investigating highly influential samples which were nominally miscategorized by a malware classifier, we discover previously unidentified malware samples.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notation
For the dataset, we assume that X ∈ R n×p is a dataset of n samples and p predictors, and that y ∈ R n is a vector of outcomes.
For multivariate linear regression, we assume that y = Xβ + , where ∼ N n (0, σ 2 I). The fitted values of the response variable are given by y = X β, where the ordinary least squares solution for the parameter is β = (X T X) −1 X T y. The vector of residuals is given by r = y − y. (More generally, in generalized linear regression, the vector of residuals is given by
is the expected value of the response variable, according to the model, given the predictors.) The value of the regression weights with the ith sample deleted from the dataset is denoted by β (i) . Whether x i represents the ith row or ith column of X should be clear from context; without a transpose symbol, x i is oriented as a matrix with a single column. The hat notation refers to a population parameter that is estimated from a dataset.
For random projections, we let Ω ∈ R p×k be a random projection matrix, where k is the target or reduced dimensionality for the feature space. We let Y ∈ R n×k : Y = XΩ be the randomly projected dataset.
B. Types of Errors
In this section, we introduce nomenclature to differentiate possible errors in the presence of label noise. When labels are uncertain, errors can occur either during the modeling process (which relates labels, y, to features, X) or during the labeling process (which assigns labels, y, to samples).
We refer to errors in the modeling process (i.e., where the model's prediction does not match the nominal label) as modeling errors or nominal errors. In particular, a nominal Type 1 error (or nominal false positive) is the event {model predicts bad | provided label is good}, and nominal model Type 2 error (nominal miss) is the event {model predicts good | provided label is bad}. Note that nominal modeling miscategorizations can happen at the level of training or testing.
We refer to errors in the labeling mechanism (i.e., where the nominal label does not match the actual ground truth) as labeling errors In particular, a labeling Type 1 error (labeling false positive) is the event {sample labeled as bad | sample is actually good}, and labeling Type II error (labeling miss) is the event {sample is labeled as good | sample is actually bad}.
The model produces an actual micategorization (i.e., the model's prediction does not match the actual label) when either a modeling error or a labeling error occurs -but not both. The distinctions between these types of errors will be particularly important in Section V-D2.
III. BACKGROUND
A. Leverage 1) Construction: The concept of influence depends, in part, on the concept of leverage [3] . Leverage is a particularly useful quantity for describing unusual samples, reflecting the degree to which a sample lies in extreme locations of feature space.
Leverage scores are computed from the hat matrix, given by
The hat matrix is an orthogonal projection matrix which projects vectors onto the column space of X. For example, in linear regression, the hat matrix H maps the observed values y onto the fitted values y (and so it "puts the hat on" y).
The leverage for the ith sample is given by h i , the ith diagonal of the hat matrix:
Through the idempotency and symmetry of the hat matrix, H, it is possible to derive the bound 0 ≤ h i ≤ 1.
2) Interpretation: We can explain how leverage quantifies whether a sample lies in "extreme locations of feature space" by relating the statistic to the dataset's principal components. Let X c represent the centered dataset and x c i represent the ith sample in a centered dataset (i.e. the mean is subtracted off of all features). Let the dataset X c be full rank, and let x pca i,1 , . . . , x pca i,P represent the P principal components for x c i , listed in order of non-decreasing eigenvalues λ 2 1 ≥ ... ≥ λ 2 P .
Using the singular value decomposition for X c and the fact that the principal directions are the right singular vectors, it is easy to show that:
In fact, letting θ ip represent the angle between the ith sample and pth principal component in feature space R p , we obtain:
Equation 3 nicely reveals that leverage values are large if (1) the sample is far from the bulk of the other samples in feature space, and (2) a substantial part of its magnitude lies along non-dominant principal components. For a visual representation of this analysis, see Figure 1 .
3) Alternative Viewpoint: For a related viewpoint on leverage, consider an alternative construction: h i /(1−h i ). Although in Section III-A1, the term leverage referred simply to the numerator, h i , the two terms are monotonically related. Thus, both formulations of leverage provide an identical ordering of samples. To interpret this variant, consider that using the idempotency of H as an orthogonal projection, we can obtain formulas for the variance of the fitted values and residuals in the case of linear regression:
Based on these formulas, we obtain
For a simple illustration, Figure 2 captures how a simple linear regression model tends to provide excellent fits to extreme points in predictor space, tracking them as they move around. As a result, these extreme points have small variance for the residuals, V ar( r i ), relative to the variance for the fitted values, V ar( y i ). Thus, outlying samples are called high "leverage" because the fitted regression model is particularly sensitive to them.
B. Cook's Distance: A measure of influence 1) Construction: Cook's distance, c i , was developed for regression models in order to summarize the influence of the ith sample on the model fit [2]. Cook's distance accomplishes this through case deletion; i.e., by comparing the fitted regression weights if all samples are fit, versus if all but the ith sample are fit. This comparison is ( β (i) − β). If we wanted to reduce this to a single scalar summary statistic, we could employ the Euclidean inner product to measure the (squared) magnitude of the overall displacement:
Cook's distance is similar in spirit, but employs a more general inner product; in particular, it satisfies
where Cov( β) is the covariance matrix of the fitted regression weights.
To understand the derivation, recall that the estimator β is asympotically distributed as a multivariate normal distribution:
This implies, since Cov(β) = (X T X) −1 σ 2 , and using standard facts about multivariate normals, that
Now we switch our point of view, making substitutions 2 about what is known, β ← β, and what is being estimated, β ← β (i) . Throwing away the constant denominator, which is not relevant for making comparisons across samples, we obtain:
which satisfies Equation 7. Thus, Cook's distance effectively imposes the model
More precisely, Cook's distance is proportional to the log kernel of the multivariate normal density N β, Cov( β) evaluated at the perturbed regression weights, β (i) .
2) Interpretation: In a sense, this distributional assumption for β (i) is duplicitous. After the substitutions made in Section III-B1, the probability distribution assigned to β (i) is no longer correct. As just one example, the frequentist derivation of the quantity in Equation 9 assumes predictor variables X are fixed (rather than random variables), but case deletion alters X. However, Cook constructed his c i statistic not for the purpose of hypothesis testing or creating confidence intervals using β (i) , but as a sheer measure of distance between the original and perturbed regression weights. As seen by Equation 11, Cook's Distance monotonically increases as the likelihood of observing β (i) under the model of Equation 11 decreases. In other words, a sample is influential if the model fit without that sample has regression weights that look unusual based on knowledge obtained from the model fit with that sample. In particular, to determine what counts as an "unusual" vector of regression weights, Cook's distance incorporates information about the covariance structure of β, yielding a Leverage Values For Dataset 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.00 0.27 0.27 0.50 0.50 Fig. 1 : A principal components view of leverage. The first and second principal components are plotted as lines colored blue and red, respectively. The red and blue points lie about equally far from the mean of the dataset (about (0,0)), and they all have unusually large leverage. However, the red data points have much larger leverage than the blue data points. This is because they primarily lie along a non-dominant principal component. substantial advantage over the simpler Euclidean inner product from Equation 6. This produces nice properties; for example, (a) Individually speaking, some features have inherently more uncertain (i.e., higher variance) regression weights than others. Thus, if a sample perturbs these high variance regression weights, it would be considered less influential than a sample which perturbs lower variance regression weights. (b) Collectively speaking, holding magnitude of change constant, certain distributions of variation across multiple regression weights are more expected (i.e., more likely) than others. An influential sample perturbs the regression weights in unlikely directions. Figure 3 provides a toy example illustrating these properties, which hold because Cook's Distance depends upon the estimated covariance structure of the regression weights. For the purposes of the toy example, we construct a bivariate feature space where the empirical covariance matrix for the regression weights is preset to Cov( β) := .3 .1 .1 .1 . We see here that the β (i) 's on the elliptical isocontours of the estimated probability distribution of Equation 8 have equivalent Cook's distances. In other words, two samples which cause equally-sized model displacements but in different directions will generally not be considered, by Cook's metric, equally influential. The main point is that Cook's distance determines a sample's influence not simply by measuring the size of its perturbation on the regression weights, but also by evaluating the direction of perturbation. In sum, influential samples cause not merely large -but also strange -perturbations of regression weights.
3) Computational Form: Since fitting case deletions requires an iterative procedure, computing β (i) for each sample would be difficult. This is especially true in the large-scale case and with a regularized general linear model such as the logistic lasso; indeed, in the example we consider here, it would require fitting over 2 million large-sample high-dimensional models, each one of which might take on the order of an hour. However, Cook (1977 ,1979 developed a way to estimate the quantity in Equation 10 directly from the Hat matrix. In particular, Cook [2] showed that
Using this equation, we can determine ( β− β (i) ), the change in regression weights caused by case deletion, as a function of already known quantities (meaning that it would not be necessary to rerun the regression). Substituting this trick into the definition for Cook's Distance given in Equation 10, we obtain a computational formula for Cook's Distance: developed an approximation for Cook's distance in the case of generalized linear models (which can handle observations whose error distributions are not normal, but rather binomial, Poisson, beta, etc.). To see how, consider that the so-called "normal equations" used to solve for β, X T r = 0, are nonlinear in β, and so iterative methods are required to solve them. A common approach is to apply Newton-Raphson technique, which, after some algebra, leads to the iterative expression
for logistic regression (and where the matrix can be similarly derived from the exponential family representation of other probability distributions from the set of generalized linear models) and where
The iterative procedure in Equation 14 is known as iterative re-weighted least squares (IRLS). In particular, upon convergence (and so where we have obtained V := lim t→∞ V t ), the maximum likelihood estimator for β can then be expressed as the solution of a weighted least squares problem:
In other words, the same regression weights would be obtained if we had performed a simple linear regression of psuedoobservations V 1/2 z on psuedo-predictors V 1/2 X.
Pursuing this observation, Pregibon [12] obtained generalized regression diagnotics. In particular, we can let t go to infinity in Equation 15 , premultiply the result by V 1/2 , and apply the following substitutions:
Using these substitutions, we can transform the original predictors, observations, and residuals into their psuedo-versions, and thereby obtain the following linearized representation (available only after convergence) of the generalized linear model:
This representation renders all the model diagnostics from linear regression available to generalized linear regressions. For instance, the hat matrix becomes:
And the generalized version of Cook's distance becomes:
2) Computing V , the IRLS weight matrix for Generalized Cook's Distance: Generalized linear models (normal, logistic, multinomial, Poisson, beta, etc. regressions) model response variables y i through probability distributions from the "exponential family." These distributions have probability densities for observations that are dependent upon location and scaling parameters, θ and φ, respectively, and can be expressed in the following form (for a single observation, y i ):
where typically a(φ) = φ/ρ i . The vector of predictor variables for a given sample, x i , are incorporated by modeling the expected value of the response, EY i := μ i , as a function of the so-called "linear predictor" η i = x T iβ through a link function, g(·), via μ i = g −1 (η i ). (For example, in logistic regression, g(·) is the logit function).
For any generalized linear model, we can express the IRLS weight matrix, V ∈ R n×n = diag(v i ), through the following relation:
For instance, for logistic regression, v i = p i (1 − p i ), and for linear regression, v i = 1.
IV. "LEVERAGE SKETCHING": MEASURING INFLUENCE IN LARGE SCALE REGRESSIONS
A. Scalability issues with the classical method
For large scale regressions, the computation of the hat matrix is infeasible. In Equation 1, we see that the hat matrix requires computation of (X T X) −1 , which can be infeasible for high dimensional datasets with many samples. Thus, it is not immediately clear how to identify unusually influential samples in this setting.
B. Random Projections
Randomized algorithms, such as random projections [11] , have become a widely used approach for handling very large matrix problems. Given a n × p matrix X, which we interpret as n samples in p dimensional-space, a random projection involves post-multiplying X by a p × k random projection matrix Ω. The resulting randomly projected dataset, Y = XΩ has only k dimensions instead of the original p dimensions, thereby speeding up computations dramatically. The Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) embedding theorem [4] can be applied to show that this procedure approximately preserves pairwise distances between the n samples so long as k is chosen on the order of log n.
There are a number of ways to construct such a matrix. For instance, a Gaussian random projection has entries which are i.i.d. Gaussian N (0, 1) random variables. A very sparse random projection involves constructing Ω with entries in
This construction is especially useful for very large problems, as it produces a √ p-fold speedup with little loss in accuracy [7] .
Of crucial interest to us here is that randomly projected datasets have approximately the same column space (or "range") as the original dataset, so long as k is chosen large enough to at least approximate the effective dimensionality, or numerical rank, of the dataset [11], [6] . The intuition is as follows: if Ω i is the ith column of Ω, then XΩ i will obviously lie in the range of X. But by the random sampling, the columns Ω i are very likely to be linearly independent (although possibly poorly conditioned), and thus to have a k-dimensional range. We summarize this fact as C X ≈ C Y , and will use it in Section IV-D to justify the use of random projections in an algorithm for measuring the influence of samples in large-scale regressions.
C. Proposed Solution
In Algorithm 1 ("Influence Sketching"), we describe how to calculate approximate sample influence scores for largescale regressions from the GLM family. The algorithm embeds random projections inside the hat matrix by randomly projecting the pseudo-predictors, X * = XV 1/2 , defined in Section III-C1. We define the randomly projected psuedopredictors as Y * = X * Ω = V 1/2 XΩ, where Ω is a random projection matrix. In comparison to the generalized hat matrix of Equation 19, which we now more explicitly denote as H * X , the generalized hat matrix for large-scale regressions is:
The algorithm can find influential samples from largescale regressions of various types from the GLM family by appropriate choice of the matrix V ; for instance, for linear regression we have V = I n , the identity matrix, and for logistic regression we have V = diag( p i (1 − p i )), where p i is the fitted probability that the sample takes on a response value of 1. Note that for logistic regression, the expression E[y|X] in the residual formula simply evaluates to p, the vector of fitted probabilities that the samples have binary responses of 1 given their predictor variables.
D. Justification
The intuition behind the "influence sketching" algorithm is as follows: recall that the role of the hat matrix, H, is to project responses y onto the column space of X. (The same argument holds for the generalized hat matrix, H * , which projects pseudo-responses y * onto the column space of the pseudo-predictors, X * .) Since random projections preserve the column space of the dataset, it should be possible to embed random projections inside the construction of the hat matrix to obtain approximate sample influence scores.
In detail, consider that the hat matrix H * X := X * (X * T X * ) −1 X * T is a projection matrix which projects vectors onto the column space of X * . That is, if we denote Algorithm 1 (Influence Sketching): Calculating sample influence for large scale regressions Data A dataset X ∈ R n×p , a random projection matrix Ω ∈ R p×k , and a regression model chosen from the family of generalized linear models. Result A vector c ∈ R n quantifying the influence of each sample on the model fit. 
the column space of X * by C X * , and the Eulidean projection onto C by Π C , then we have Π C = X * (X * T X * ) −1 X * T , in the sense that for any vector v ∈ R n , we have:
Now by the Hilbert Space Projection Theorem, and since R n is a Hilbert Space, we have a projection onto any closed subspace of R n produces a unique element (23) That is, the image of the transformation will not be affected by redescriptions of the set C. Thus, if two matrices Y * and X * have identical column spaces, then their hat matrices are equal, because
Now, as discussed in Section IV-B, from random projection theory, we know that C X * ≈ C Y * (That is, if Ω ∈ R p×k is a random projection matrix, then the column space of Y * ∈ R n×k : Y * = X * Ω is approximately equal to the column space of X * , so long as k is sufficiently large). Thus, so long as k is sufficiently large, H * Y ≈ H * X .
E. Computational complexity
We now investigate the computational complexity of Algorithm 1, assuming the relatively unlikely worst case scenario that the dataset and random projection matrices are dense. In practice, however, large scale data-sets are sparse, and the random projection can be made sparse as well, dramatically improving algorithmic performance. The formation of the proxy dataset in Step 3 is O(npk) . This is the cost of the matrix multiplications (recalling that the V 1/2 matrix is diagonal). The formation of the inverse covariance matrix of the proxy dataset in Step 4 is O(nk 2 + k 3 ) . This is the cost of another matrix multiplication followed by a matrix inverse. Finally, the computation of the leverage in Step 5 is O(nk 2 ) considered as a for loop over matrix multiplications.
Thus, the algorithm has (worst-case) complexity O(npk + nk 2 + k 3 ). We can re-express this in terms of n and p only by considering that, by the (JL) embedding lemma [1] , distances between samples can be well-preserved to a particular prespecified error tolerance when k increases on the order of log(n). Since for most applications log 3 (n) < min{p, n}, the algorithm has an approximate worst-case complexity of O(np log(n)).
F. Large Scale Regularized GLMs
Strictly speaking, the argument above does not apply in a straightforward manner to large scale regularized GLMs, such as lasso logistic regression. The argument so far depends upon the fact that GLMs can be solved by IRLS (and therefore rerepresented, after convergence, as a linear regression with redefined predictors and responses). However, in this setting, the logistic lasso [10] is solved by incorporating a least angle regression (LARS) algorithm at each step of the IRLS algorithm (which amounts to solving a linear lasso, rather than a linear regression, at each iteration). Whether or not the arguments above, which justify influence sketching, would extend to logistic lasso is unclear, as are the appropriate adjustments (if any) to the influence sketching algorithm to handle the case of regularization. We leave this as a direction for future research. For now, we just imagine that the regression weights produced by a regularized regression were produced by an unregularized regression, even though this approach could theoretically produce grave distortions in assessing influence, since there would be inappropriate estimates for the quantity Cov( β) which lies at the heart of Cook's Distance (see Section III-B1).
V. EXPERIMENT
A. Motivation
In the experiment, we address two primary questions: 1) Can influence sketching help to prioritize samples for human expert attention? For example, a priority queue could be constructed on nominal model miscategorizations to search for influential mislabeled samples, whose labels could be flipped [5] . For priority queuing, we would like three conditions to hold:
a) The rare event condition refers to the fact that the distribution of influence sketch scores should be heavily right-skewed, meaning that a relatively small number of samples accounts for a relatively large amount of influence on the fitted model. b) Validity refers to the fact that the influence sketching algorithm, despite using randomization, should track true (non-approximated) influence scores. If so, the samples deemed influential by the influence sketching algorithm should indeed have disproportionately large influence on the fitted regression betas, and omitting such samples from training (but not testing) should reduce predictive accuracy. c) Reliability refers to the fact that the ranking of samples by influence should not vary much from random projection matrix to random projection matrix (assuming sufficiently large choice of latent dimensonality, k.) 2) Are samples with large influence sketch scores particularly likely to be mislabeled? In the framing of the previous question, the priority queue simply focuses the search for mislabeled samples to the candidates which matter most to the model. In this way, the priority queue would be valuable even if the proportion of miscategorized samples which are mislabeled does not covary with influence scores. However, when miscategorized samples are also influential, they may in fact be particularly likely to be mislabeled, in which case prioritizing by influence additionally enhances the probability of discovering labeling errors. The argument for this hypothesis, following the moniker that influence = discrepancy × leverage (see Section III-B4), is that such samples are not only miscategorized, but also have large model residuals, and are located in strange regions of feature space (at least with regards to the pseudo-dataset X * ). Both conditions are suggestive of label noise: large model residuals suggest that model may be struggling to fit an incorrect label, and high leverage (reflecting that the sample is located in an usual location of feature space) suggests that the labeling mechanism may be particularly error-prone (e.g., in the case of cybersecurity, it's possible that signature-based detection would struggle to accurate identify such pieces of malware).
B. Data
Training data are N train =2,342,274 Portable Executable (PE) files. 3 These files were labeled as either "clean" or "malicious" by a automatic labeling algorithm based on signature-based detection (see, e.g. [9] ). Using this method, 1,374,226 (58.67%) of the files were determined to be malicious. The remainder of the files were determined to be clean. The "malware" category contained different types of malicious software (e.g., computer viruses, Trojan horses, spyware, ransomware, and adware). An additional N test =562,066 files (62.35% malware)
were obtained for the test set. From each portable executable file, we extracted P = 98, 450 features previously determined to be relevant to whether a file was malicious or not. The features were sparse, and mixed continuous and binary. The density level was approximately .0224. These features were also used in [14] .
Due to the presence of label noise, we obtained software vendor reputational scores for a subset (150, 751, 15.57%) of the clean samples from the training set. Clean samples were analyzed because the labels were obtained by an algorithm based on signature-based detection, which is known to have low false positive but high miss rates (see, e.g. [9] ). Of these samples, 47,193 (31.31%) were rated as coming from "highly trusted" sources (such as Microsoft). When a nominally good sample was developed by a highly trusted source, we say that it has a highly trusted label.
C. Methods
To create the influence sketches, we chose a very sparse random projection matrix (see Section IV-B). This type of projection matrix was chosen to partially preserve the sparsity in our dataset and to speed computation time. As recommended by [7] , the density of the random projection matrix was set to 1/ √ P ≈ .003. We set K = 5000 based on the results of [14] . Obtaining influence scores for all 2.3 million samples took about an hour and a half using non-optimized scripts written in the Julia programming language and executed on a single r3.8x instance (with 32 workers for parallel processing) in Amazon's EC2 system.
To validate the technique, we applied two types of regression models for binary classification: a logistic regression and lasso logistic regression (i.e. L1-regularized logistic regression). Because constructing the optimal lasso logistic regression model was not directly relevant to the goals of this paper, the lasso logistic regression was made parameter free by constructing the cost function such that equal weight was placed on the negative log likelihood and the L1-regularization term. We fit each type of regression model to the dataset, and then we performed an "ablation experiment" where we deleted fixed numbers of samples from the training set. These samples were either influential samples or randomly selected samples. We then retrained the regression models so that we could observe the effect on predictive performance on the hold-out test set. The number of files to ablate, N ablate , was set to: (a) 23, (b) 23,000, (c) 115,000, and (d) 230,000, constituting approximately .001%, 1%, 5%, and 10% of the training corpus, respectively. We compared the effect on the model of ablating the N ablate most influential samples, vs. N ablate randomly selected files.
For the model training error analysis, performed on the full training set, the influential sample set was defined as the top 23,000 (≈ 1%) of influential samples. For the label trustworthiness analysis of the 150,751 nominally good samples for which label trustworthiness judgments were available, the "very high" influence group was defined as the .1% most influential samples (i.e. ranks 1-151), the "high" influence group as the next .1% most influential such samples (i.e. ranks 152-253), and the "not high" influence group as the remaining samples.
D. Results and Discussion
1) Can influence sketching help to prioritize samples for human expert attention?: We begin by addressing the rare event condition for influence sketching. The distribution of influence sketch scores for the full training set is shown in Figure 4 . The distribution of influence for these portable executable files is heavily right-skewed, suggesting that a relatively small percentage of samples is much more influential than the other samples. For example, 6.3% of the total influence (the sum of the influence scores) were achieved by a mere 0.1% of the samples. This suggests that we can obtain an asymmetrically large payoff from investment by restricting any manual analysis to influential samples.
Next, we address the validity of the influence sketching algorithm. Samples with large influence sketch scores are rare, but is the influence sketching algorithm truly finding influential samples, despite the approximations from the random projection matrix? We find that the displacement in the beta vector, measured in terms of the L1-norm (or sum of the absolute values of its elements) is substantially larger when influential samples are removed than when random samples are removed. For instance, for the logistic lasso, the norm ||Δ β|| 1 when ablating random vs. influential samples was (4486.07 vs. 4646.35) for ablations of size 23, (4,979.38 vs. 30,504.26) for ablations of size 23,000, and (17,048.51 vs 79,026.27) for ablations of size 230,000. Although, as discussed in Section III-B2, displacements in the magnitude of β is only part of what influence measures (directionality matters as well), this finding corroborates the notion that influence sketching is finding influential samples.
To further emphasize this point, we ask: do the samples flagged as influential by the influence sketching algorithm actually impact the model's downstream predictive performance on a hold-out test set? A skeptic might argue, based on the moniker that influence = leverage × discrepancy, that influential samples could conceivably hugely impact the regression betas without having a large impact on the predictive performance. The argument in this case would be that the regression betas might shift dramatically in order to handle the samples in extreme locations of feature space (equivalent to dragging the far-right point, and therefore the fitted regression line, downward in Figure 5 ), but that this large shift in regression weights would have a relatively minor influence on the fitted or predicted values for most samples, which lie in more populated regions of feature space (indeed, even if the regression line were dragged down to be horizontal, the fitted values for the large cloud of points in Figure 5 would remain about the same).
In contrast to this logic, we find that the influential samples identified by the influence sketching algorithm are exceptionally impactful on a large-scale regression model's predictive performance. Figure 5 shows results of the ablating experiment, where we find that removing influential samples from the training set substantially deteriorates model predictive performance on an unaltered hold-out test set. The figure shows that removing up to 10% of samples from the training corpus, so long as they are selected randomly, has no discernible effect on predictive performance. For example, the full logistic lasso model with all samples obtains 99.47% predictive accuracy, whereas randomly deleting approximately 10% of the training samples reduces accuracy only slightly to 99.45%. In contrast, deleting the same number of influential samples (the far right tail of Figure 4 ) from training reduces predictive accuracy all the way down to 90.24%. Clearly, the model is disproportionately strongly affected by influential samples, which can be a problem if there are systematic labeling errors in the sample set. 4 Indeed, in Section V-D2, we demonstrate that influential samples are, in fact, particularly likely to be mislabeled. However, the main point here is simply about the validity of influence sketching algorithm: manipulating the training set by removing samples with high influence sketch scores significantly altered the training distribution with respect to model learning, but the same did not occur when removing random samples. Thus, the influence sketching algorithm is indeed finding influential samples.
Finally, we address the reliability of the influence sketching algorithm. We ran the influence sketching algorithm twice, with two independently sampled random projection matrices of the type described in Section V-C. Despite the approximate nature of influence sketching due to the random projection, we obtain very similar influence scores (and nearly identical ranking of samples according to influence), as expected by the justification for influence sketching provided in Section IV-D. Indeed, the correlation between influence sketch scores across runs was very high (r=.9995). In Figure 6 , we display a smoothed color density representation of a scatterplot, obtained through a kernel density estimate, generated by the smoothScatter function in the R programming language. The density gradient ranges from white (low density) to red (high density), and the 500 largest points are plotted in black.
2) Are samples with large influence sketch scores particularly likely to be mislabeled?: In Figure 7 (top left) , we show the distribution of nominal model training errors 5 for influential vs. non-influential samples. We note first that 5 The discussion in this section relies on the nomenclature of Section II-B. nominal training accuracy is lower for influential samples (99.41%) than non-influential samples (99.81%), suggesting that the model struggles more when fitting the influential samples. Moreover, whereas the model is well-calibrated overall (for non-influential samples, the percentage of nominal false positives, 0.098%, and nominal misses, 0.076%, is nearly equal), the model shifts dramatically towards committing false positives on the influential samples (for influential samples, the percentage of nominal false positives is 0.58%, whereas the model actually makes no nominal misses.) This finding is extremely interesting with regards to detecting mislabeled files. Our belief about signature-based detection, which is commonplace (see, e.g. [9] ), is that if a file is indicted, it is likely actually malicious; however, many malicious files do not get caught by signature-based detection, especially initially, because it takes time to identify suspect files and to write signatures for them. In other words, the labeling mechanism can be assumed to have a high miss and a low false positive rate. This would in turn cause the modeling process to have a high nominal false positive and low nominal miss rate, precisely the pattern observed with the influential samples. This result suggests that influential miscategorized samples may be especially likely to be mislabeled.
To further pursue the relationship between influence and mislabeling, as discussed in Section V-B, label trustworthiness judgments were obtained (as a proxy for mislabeling probabilities) for a subset of nominally good samples in the training set. In Figure 7 (bottom left), we see that samples whose nominal good labels are not highly trusted have higher influence scores. In Figure 7 (top right), we see that the percentage of nominally good samples with highly trusted labels drops, in a statistically significant way, for sets of samples with high levels of influence. The 95% confidence intervals for the true prevalence of highly trusted labels is 31.34% ± 2.3% for the non-influential group, 21.05% ± 6.6% for the high influence group, and 5.29% ± 3.6% for the very high influence group. In Figure 7 (bottom right), we show that influence scores are more discriminating of label mistrust than residual scores (which are more straightforward to calculate). The blue points represent the mean Pearson squared residuals and the red points represent influence sketch scores, where both metrics have been rescaled for the purposes of visualization. The plot reveals that influence scores are more discriminating than residual scores -the signal to noise ratio is substantially higher for the influence sketch scores than for the residuals.
To more directly investigate whether influence sketching can help point towards mislabeled samples, we manually analyze the 10 most influential nominal mistakes by the model (here, all nominal false positives) to determine an actual ground truth for these samples. Our manual analysis revealed that, despite the nominal labels of good, 8/10 of these samples indeed had "dark grey" to "black" properties. A number of these samples appeared to represent newly discovered malware variants (undetected by the labeling mechanism). For example, the particular version of the video editing tool infected with
